closed and why, whether for maintenance or rainfall, I want the staff to know as soon as possible the course is closed. If it is because of rainfall, I include the amount. I just know that a member is going to ask someone, “How much rain did we get?” and I would like staff to have the answer.

“Member outreach and education is primarily done through the club’s newsletter and Audubon Tours. I have two columns in our newsletter, “The Porthole,” that goes out to all the members. One is called “Turf Talk” and the other is “Wild at Heart.”

“Turf Talk” is used to explain the common and not-so-common maintenance practices. For example, ‘What is a soap flush? What pesticides or plant protectants are we using and why? Where does our irrigation water come from?’ and so on.

“Wild at Heart” features a brief description of a different plant or animal each month and how it relates to the golf course and some cool facts. For example, ‘Did you know that Ospreys are either right taloned or left taloned, just like humans are right or left handed?’ I always want these articles to be positive and educational. We never dwell on negatives or why the third green is brown. This newsletter goes to the entire membership, not just the golfers. Problems are discussed person to person.

Spring fertilization varies greatly on a number of factors. Cultural practices performed, soil amendments made, irrigation and drainage upgrades, fertilizers applied, and what happened last fall plays a significant role with this season’s success. However, having a sound fertility program will provide you with your best chance of success for the upcoming season.

Typically, spring applications are applied after the early flush of shoot growth has occurred, but predicting spring weather can be a challenge when it comes to soil and air temperature, and precipitation. That’s why choosing a fertilizer that performs in cool climates is so vital.

The nitrogen applied with UMAXX, a top performer in cool weather, is plant available as soon as watering in occurs. In addition, what the plant does not immediately use will be held onto the soil colloid as a reserve for future use. This is a drastic change from other fertilizers.

Coated products are a great example of fertilizers that don’t offer immediate plant nutrition and are subject to leaching once the protective coating breaks down.

Still other products rely on a process called mineralization, depending on soil microbes to break down nitrogen. Whereas soil microbes aren’t fully active until the soil temperature reaches 55 degrees – which might not happen until late spring depending on the region – UMAXX begins working immediately and is not dependent on soil temperature for nitrogen release.

Although fine-tuning a spring fertilization program varies on many factors, its importance will be felt all summer long and even into the fall. The benefit of using an all-weather, long-lasting performer such as UMAXX provides immediate benefits, as well as a positive long-term impact. UMAXX gives the freedom to apply as a nitrogen component in a blend or part of a soluble fertilizer program. UMAXX offers consistent performance regardless of temperature or application type.

For more information on UMAXX contact me at 865-228-4247 or sjacokes@agrotain.com

UMAXX is a registered trademark of AGROTAIN International LLC
with board members.”

Weyandt explained how he is addressing a number of issues that face the golf and turf industries in Florida.

First on tap is water availability, use and conservation and irrigation management.

“Our water source is effluent. We have a contract with the city of Vero Beach to provide us with effluent water but I know that is no guarantee. In 2003 we did some course renovations which included rebuilding the greens. Since the course was going to be closed for the summer, I presented two other projects to take advantage of the course closure. The projects were a long-range landscape plan and a master drainage plan. The landscape included removing all of the exotic species (primarily Australian pine) and replacing with native (sabal palm, green buttonwood, gumbo limbo, etc.).

“The master drainage plan included routing as much drainage and other runoff as possible into the irrigation holding pond and installing a pipe with a flapper gate connecting the irrigation holding pond to all other ponds. This tie-in gives me a little comfort in knowing that I am not just connected to a 2-acre pond but rather a 5-acre system. That means we can store more storm water and avoid discharges to tide and course flooding.

“Daily watering schedules are done with a Rainbird Maxi Cirrus controller with some local knowledge tweaking. Like everyone else we constantly watch the weather. One thought that always rings through my head when setting up irrigation cycles is that I read a long time ago that the number-two cause of golf course decline is over-watering.

“For the future, I am writing documentation for the long range planning committee putting dates or years on when things like controllers, pipe and the pump station should be replaced. This will make it much easier for the board to plan and budget for future needs of the club and keep the system as efficient as possible.”

Most recent fertilizer ordinances around the state have sections directing golf courses to abide by the nutrient management guidelines in the 2007 Golf BMP Manual. Homeowners are being restricted in their fertilizer usage and golf courses need to make sure they are voluntarily abiding by the BMPs to set a good example.

“I haven’t had to make many changes in fertilizer practices since coming to The Moorings Club,” Weyandt said. “Most of the changes had happened when I got here. I remember having three or four tons of fertilizer on hand when I arrived on property and saying, ‘I’m not applying the fertilizer until I can see a reduction in color or growth response.’ It took about four months before I noticed enough change to warrant putting the fertilizer out.

“I believe we do get a small amount...
GOT SALT?

Get Rid of it with

Sodium Flush Program

Improve fertilizer efficiency and water penetration

Flush excessive Sodium & Bicarbonates in your soil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant Food Company’s Sodium Flush with Potassium</th>
<th>Rate per 1,000 sq. ft.</th>
<th>Gallons per Acre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium Nitrate, 9-0-0 11% Calcium</td>
<td>18 oz</td>
<td>6.0 Gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium +, 0-0-25 w/ 17% Sulfur</td>
<td>12 oz</td>
<td>4.0 Gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pHusion Organic Acid (or Carbon pHiber OA)</td>
<td>6 oz</td>
<td>2.0 Gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green-T® Micro Mix</td>
<td>3 oz</td>
<td>1.0 Gal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flo Thru™ 2403 Soil Penetrant</td>
<td>6 oz</td>
<td>2.0 Gal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How to Use

- Apply Plant Food Sodium Flush Program as a single tank mix
- Irrigate immediately after application and start the flushing process
- Continue irrigation until soil is filled to capacity. Pause irrigation if initial surface pooling occurs and then resumes irrigation

What these Products do

- **Calcium Nitrate**: During flush, calcium replaces the displaced sodium
- **Potassium +**: During flush, potassium replaces the displaced sodium
- **pHusion Organic Acid** or **Carbon pHiber Organic Acid**: Dissolves bicarbonates and reduces the bond the sodium has on the soil colloid
- **Micro Mix**: Corrects micronutrient deficiencies • Improves color
- **Flo Thru™ 2403 Penetrant**: Breaks water tension and eliminates “water channeling”. Ensures that this liquid drench evenly penetrates the soil profile

Windy City Turf/Chet Ballard 239-340-5560
Steve Hritsko 352-428-9802
Tom Weinert 914-262-0111
Customer Service 800-562-1291
www.plantfoodco.com
program that will reduce how much we fertilize this year is the club’s decision to not overseed. This was a conscious decision by the green committee and the board of governors to save money and concentrate on weed control. With no seed in the way this year, we can reduce our overall winter fertilizer bill and try to reduce our Poa annua population. There have also been many savings so far like labor and fuel, of useful nutrients with the effluent. Combined with our heavy soils, nutrients tend to hang around longer and aren’t subject to leaching. We have all but removed supplemental phosphorus from the turf diet and I haven’t seen any ill effects. I still put out two or three tanks of liquid fertilizer though the irrigation system in the winter, depending on temperatures.

“One change in our program that will reduce how much we fertilize this year is the club’s decision to not overseed. This was a conscious decision by the green committee and the board of governors to save money and concentrate on weed control. With no seed in the way this year, we can reduce our overall winter fertilizer bill and try to reduce our Poa annua population. There have also been many savings so far like labor and fuel,
but I am most excited about zero transition in the spring. Revolver® has made transition so much easier, but I’m looking forward to spot-controlling Poa and volunteer rye rather than large broadcast treatments and waiting for Mother Nature to do the rest.

“I definitely do more spot-treating than ever before. It just makes sense to not waste the time, labor and dollars on unnecessary applications. Mole crickets still amaze me. Just when we thought we had the silver bullet, those little critters still find a way to drive me crazy. I remember hearing, ‘Don’t worry about your greens, the TifEagle is too tight and they don’t like it.’ Well, they still eat it all the same and damage is even more noticeable. Our cup changer carries a mixture of lemon joy and water each day. If he sees tunneling damage it’s treated as soon as possible. We focus on mapping our problem areas and concentrate on controlling them before they can spread.

“Primo® remains a vital tool in our turf management program. It has helped me get through droughts and the wet season as well. I like using it most in the wet season. We try to time our application before major storm events, in case we receive a lot of rain.
Then I know the turf is not growing out of control while the mowers sit idle waiting for things to dry out. We backed off using it on the greens at certain times of the year. We had several occasions where it was used and poor turf performance followed. Primo was stopped and conditions improved. While I do not know for sure if the two were connected, we use it wisely.

**Budgeting**

“Like many others we were asked to cut budgets this year,” he said. “We have looked long and hard at each line item and have made a few changes. Contract aerification was one area we reduced. This year we plan to conduct all fairway and tee aerifications in-house. We will contract a deep drill in August but we will do all other aerifications. Our large aerifier is a spoon-tine aerifier. This unit does not go as deep but I believe for a year it can be effective enough at relieving compaction and decreasing the biomass in the upper root zone. It can be more disruptive. Instead of the normal straight up and down holes, the spoon tine is going to make elongated craters and take longer to heal over.

“With fertilizer so expensive, we may try to run a little lean this year, and shopping and competitive bidding are a must. Just how far I can stretch applications is yet to be seen.”

“Labor, the largest item in the budget, is sometimes the last to be considered. I have promised the staff I will keep them posted if any changes need to be made but to definitely be prepared for overtime cutbacks. This is done primarily on weekends. For example we may stop walkmowing earlier this year and begin triplexing. This may only reduce one man on weekends but those are all overtime hours. I hope to have a full staff during the season, but we may not replace positions immediately in the summer.”

Finally, I asked Weyandt about his years of service to his chapter and the FGCSA.

“Association volunteering has made me a better listener. In order to work together with people, you have to hear what they are saying and try to..."
Association volunteering has made me a better listener. In order to work together with people, you have to hear what they are saying and try to understand their position... Empathize if possible. I also encourage everyone to step out of their comfort zone... get out and be active.

understand their position. Empathize if possible. Trust me: this is very difficult for a person with ADHD. I would always want to get my opinion in and want to be heard but I have also learned to listen.

“I also encourage everyone to step out of their comfort zone; whether it is volunteering for your association, your church, community, local school, etc., get out and be active. Do you want someone else making all the decisions for you? Maybe you might want to take an active role in the world around you. Has golf given you a good life? Have you given back? How have you contributed to making your profession or job better?

“I believe that everyone has the ability to achieve but one must first have the desire. Set a goal (desire) and then make a road map on how to achieve success. Sounds funny, but that’s how it all begins.

Convert Your Out-Of-Play Areas To Native And Ornamental Grasslands!

* Stop Watering
* Stop Fertalizing
* Stop Mowing
* Add Diversity
* Free Consultation

9637 State Road 44 New Smyrna Beach, FL 32168 Ph (386) 428-8889 Fax (386) 428-8879 beemansnursery@att.net www.beemansnursery.com

How Much Out-Of-Play Turf Do You Maintain? Continues on Page 20
Introducing the Workman® MD Series utility vehicles with SRQ™

You and your team work hard every day, but the hard work shouldn’t start until you get to the job site on your golf course. The new Workman MD Series with SRQ combines a coil-over shock absorber suspension design with an Active In-Frame™ twister joint.

These features deliver superior ride quality for optimum operator comfort and control. The hefty payload capacity and four-wheel hydraulic brakes combine with SRQ to provide enhanced productivity to tackle the toughest jobs, whether that is towing trailers with greens mowers or debris blowers, hauling sand or other organic materials, or carrying hand held tools for specialized jobs. Experience the Workman MD Series with SRQ and enter the comfort zone. It’s the better way to get your job done.
“A year ago I was challenged to step out of my comfort zone and reach for an athletic goal that I thought was unachievable. That goal was a half-Ironman race (1.2 mile swim, 56-mile bike, 13.1-mile run). I accepted the challenge first by writing it down on paper. I had to put it in my own words and keep it somewhere to remind me of my personal challenge to myself. That was the first step, accepting the challenge. Then I made a training plan and stuck to it (the second step).

“I’m happy to say that I achieved my goal on Oct. 25, 2008 by completing The Florida Challenge half-Ironman in Clermont (6 hours, 14 minutes). Trust me. You get a far greater feeling in life of being alive by having someone put a medal around your neck for completing a goal, or hanging a plaque on the wall for your time and service than you do by sitting at home watching TV.

“So get out there and achieve!”

The 18th green is framed by the new clubhouse complex rebuilt after being damaged by the 2004 Hurricanes. Photo by Daniel Zelazek.